
INSPIRING YOU TO DO MORE THAN

YOU EVER THOUGHT POSSIBLE



Technical Expertise
60 Outside Sales Representatives

55  Certified Fluid Power Specialists
7 Design & Application Engineers

Supplier Partnerships

Trusted Reputation
Womack has always been excellent. 
They always worked diligently to ensure 
that my goals & deadlines were met, going 
above and beyond, always exceeding my 
expectations. 

Ruby M. – CHAND

We Trained the Industry

Steve M. – Rotork

Welcome to 

These are the cornerstone values of our 

A personal commitment to treating others 
even better than we would expect to be treated. 

Absolute Customer Focus
Live Customer Service

24/7/365 
Emergency Response

The advanced level hydraulics class from Womack 
was beyond my expectations in every way possible.  
The level of knowledge by the instructor was far 
beyond anyone I have ever worked with. I would 
recommend this class for anyone who wants to be at 
the top of their field in hydraulics. Amazing class, 
great experience!



First publication of Womack ‘s Fluid Power 
Textbook & Educational Material

To meet the demand for high quality Hydraulic Power Units, 
Womack’s Manufacturing & Value Add Division, 
Systems LLC is created

Recognizing the demand for High Technology Solutions, 
Womack establishes the Automation Group

Mike Rowlett is named Executive Vice President 

Mike & Beverly Rowlett acquire Womack Machine Supply

Womack acquires FPS Technologies and Interstate Hydraulics, 
adding Mississippi, Alabama, the Florida Panhandle, 
Arizona, Utah, Idaho & Nevada to our sales area

Womack acquires Catey Controls, adding Montana, 
Wyoming, North Dakota and South Dakota to our sales area

Womack Machine Supply is named to 
Dallas Business Journal’s “Best Places to Work” 

Womack expands service and repair o�ering with the 
opening of a Repair Center in Farmers Branch, TX.  

Womack establishes Womack Defense to serve Military and 
Government business.

The Dallas location moves into a larger, newly constructed 
facility of 15,400 sq. ft

Womack holds its �rst “HOT School” 
(Hands-On Hydraulic Training & Troubleshooting Seminar) 
in Dallas, Texas  

By 2003, Womack has expanded to 12 Sales O�ces 
across 7 states

Womack makes its �rst of 18 expansions by 
opening a location in Houston, Texas

Mike Rowlett is named President of Womack 



Pumps
Motors
Valves
Transmissions
Mobile Electronics
Cartridge Valves
Customs Manifolds
Power Units

Custom Manifolds
Cartridge Valves

Mobile Electronics

Motors
Gear Reducers
Wheel Drives
Rotary Actuators

Cartridge Valves
Custom Manifolds
Mobile Electronics

Heat Exchangers
Chillers
Cooling Accessories

Cylinders
Directional Control Valves
Gear Pumps
PTO Pumps

Gear Boxes
Swing Drives



Accumulators
Filters
Heat Exchangers
Mobile Electronics
Fluid Analytics Equipment
Pipe/Hose Clamps
Pressure Transducers
Valves
Cartridge Valves
Custom Manifolds
Cylinders

NFPA Bar Manifolds
Custom Manifolds

Regulators 
Positioners
Transducers
Actuators

Pressure Gauges
Pressure Transducers
Temperature Transducers
Level Indicators
Diaphragm Seals

Air Driven Liquid Pumps
Gas Boosters

High Pressure Valves
Accumulators & Regulators

Pneumatic Cylinders
Hydraulic Cylinders

Custom Cylinders

Gear Pumps
Gear Motors
Power Packs
Rotary Flow Dividers

Fan Drives

Diaphragm Seals
Rate Controls
Vibration Isolators
Shock Absorbers

Intensi�ers



Power Units

Industrial PCs
PLCs
VFDs
Servo Drives
Servo Motors
HMIs
Industrial/Collaborate Robots
Low Voltage Power Distribution
Energy Monitoring

Multifunction Gate Boxes
Safety Switches
Key Systems
Safety Relays
Light Curtains
Position Switches

Actuators
Cylinders
Valves
FRL Units
Fittings

Linear Rails 
Telescopic Rails
Linear Actuators

Plastic Chain Conveyors
Belt Conveyors
Elevators Conveyors
Sanitary Conveyors

Pneumatics Actuators
Rodless Cylinders
Band Cylinders
Power Block Rod Cylinders
Linear Motion Control
Rod Style Screw Actuators
Integrated Motor Actuators

Cylinders
Electronic Valves
Fittings & Tubes

EXCELLENCE



Servo Drives
Servo Motors
PLCs
Industrial PLCs
I/O Modules
VFDs
Linear Motors
Electromechanical Actuators 

Sensors
RFID
Machine Vision
HMIs
Light Curtains
Industrial Networking Devices
Power Supplies
Cables and Connectors

Precision Gearboxes
Rack & Pinion

Air Preparation Devices
Rodless Cylinders
Directional Control Valves
Gripper & Vacuum Devices
Rotary Actuators

Servo Gearboxes
Speed Reducers
Variable Speed Drives

Signal Towers
Lean Production 
Optical Signal Devices
Audible Signal Products
Ex Signal Devices
Designer Products

Displays
Controls
Panels
CAN I/O Modules
Hydraulic Controls
Process Monitoring Instruments



We provide a wide range of Standard Power Unit options, as well as Custom Power Units, Mechanical 

Assemblies and Automation solutions unique to your required application. Our mission is to utilize the latest 

proven technologies to impart competitive solutions and ensure total lowest cost of ownership. 

Womack Systems LLC 
is the value added 
Partner to Womack 
Machine Supply. We 
provide a wide range 
of value add solutions 
in two regional 
locations: Dallas and 
Salt Lake City.



SYSTEMS

Certified ISO 9001:2015
Quality Policy
Quality is the responsibility of every employee at Womack Systems. Every employee is empowered to STOP a 
nonconforming process.

Quality Management System
Womack Systems is governed by its Quality Manual and Procedures, Process Controls, and the Gate Review Process. 
It is paramount to clearly understand our Customer's Wants and Needs, translate these into sound technical 
information and ensure proper communication from department to department.



BASIC HANDS-ON
We offer a powerful 3-day Hands-On seminar, utilizing the 
popular Womack Machine Supply Industrial Fluid Power 
Textbooks as the foundation for the training. Our state-of-the-
art Hydraulic Trainers give students the ability to build and 
troubleshoot hydraulic circuits similar to those found in the real 
world.

This training seminar covers many topics not covered by other 
training courses such as pressure compensated piston pump 
technologies, accumulator technologies and troubleshooting 
skills.

Increase production while decreasing operating costs by 
reducing equipment downtime and boosting your personnel’s 
confidence in quickly identifying and troubleshooting 
hydraulic failures. This training will increase awareness and 
knowledge of hydraulic principles and concepts. Guaranteed!

ADVANCED HANDS-ON
This advanced 4-day course was created to give students a 
more in-depth and greater understanding of hydraulics.

This course will incorporate component symbols learned in 
the Basic Hands-On Hydraulic Training Seminar in developing 
complete hydraulic schematics. In addition, it will cover remote 
control of pressure valves, bleed off orifices, pilot valves and 
an introduction to proportional and servo control valves. The 
student will be able to perform laboratories to control multiple 
actuators while maintaining flow and pressure. Other Hands-
On exercises that the student will perform are operation and 
setup of load sensing pumps, closed loop systems, screw-in 
cartridge valves, sandwich stack valves, and proportional 
control valves.

IN PLANT HANDS-ON
This course outline is based on your needs. Womack can do 
a Basic Hydraulic Hands-On Training, an Advanced Hydraulic 
Hands-On Training, or design it around your equipment to best 
fit your needs. An In-Plant class saves you the cost of travel and 
hotel expenses by bringing the seminar to you and holding it at 
your plant or a near-by venue. We can also arrange training times 
to fit your schedule. Whether it’s because of shift work or 
production schedules, we can make it work for you. In-Plant 
Hydraulic Hands-On Training can address your specific needs and 
gives you an opportunity to have your employees hear the same 
message, efficiently communicating company guidelines in 
preventive maintenance, troubleshooting and safety around 
hydraulic equipment.

Hands-On Training can also be “Machine Specific”, taking 
the classroom into the plant and training directly on your 
machines, helping your employees identify the different 
components in your systems, and learn good troubleshooting 
and preventative maintenance practices. We can also add your 
hydraulic schematics to our presentation and your workbooks, so 
that your employees have a reference when they need to work 
on your machines.

E-HOTS
This course begins with a review of electrical principles and 
covers amplifier theory and control concepts. Both proportional 
and servo valve theory are extensively reviewed. Participants will 
wire up control cards and drive electro-hydraulic valve cut-a-
ways. They will learn how to adjust and fine-tune an application, 
set gains, make feedback adjustments, and troubleshoot. ISO 
cleanliness requirements and means to achieve them are also 
covered since precise controls require extra clean fluid. 
Proportional valves, servo valves, and their associated electric 
and electronic power signal arrangements require a good 
understanding by maintenance and engineering personnel to 
assure peak performance.

Hydraulic Training&Troubleshooting Seminars

TO REGISTER:
VISIT: www.womack-educational.com • CALL: Telephone: 800-569-9800

E-mail: online.enrollment@womackmachine.com



Torque and horsepower Relations:
T = HP × 5252 ÷ RPM
HP = T × RPM ÷ 5252 
RPM = HP × 5252 ÷ T
Torque values are in foot pounds.

Hydraulic (fluid power) horsepower:
HP = PSI × GPM ÷ 1714
PSI is gauge pressure in pounds per  
square inch; GPM is oil flow in gallons  
per minute.

Velocity of oil flow in pipe:
V = GPM × 0.3208 ÷ A
V is oil velocity in feet per second;
GPM is flow in gallons per minute;
A is inside area of pipe in square inches.

Charles’ Law for behavior of gases:
T1V2 = T2V1, or T1P2 = T2P1
T1, P1, and V1 are initial temperature,  
pressure, and volume, and T2, P2, and  
V2 are final conditions.

Boyle’s Law for behavior of gases:
P1V1 = P2V2
P1 and V1 are initial pressure and   
volume; P2 and V2 are final conditions.

Circle formulas:
Area = πr2, or πD2 ÷ 4 
Circumference = 2πr, or πD
r is radius; D is diameter, inches.

Heat equivalent of fluid power:
BTU per hour = PSI × GPM × 1Z\x

Hydraulic cyl. piston travel speed:
S = CIM ÷ A 
S is piston travel speed, inches
per minute;
CIM is oil flow into cylinder,  
cubic inches per minute;
A is piston area in square inches.

Force or thrust of any cylinder:
F = A × PSI
F is thrust or force, in pounds;
A is piston net area in square inches;  
PSI is gauge pressure.

Force for piercing or shearing sheet metal:
F = P × T × PSI
F is force required, in pounds;
P is perimeter around area to be  
sheared, in inches;
T is sheet thickness in inches;
PSI is the shear strength rating of the  
material in pounds per square inch.

Side load on pump or motor shaft:
F = (HP × 63024) ÷ (RPM × R)
F is the side load, in pounds, against shaft;
R is the pitch radius, in inches, of  
sheave on pump shaft;
HP is driving power applied to shaft.

Fluid Power Formulas
Effective force of a cylinder working at an 
angle to direction of the load travel:

F = T × sin A
T is the total cylinder force, in pounds;
F is the part of the force which is  
effective, in pounds;
A is the least angle, in degrees,  
between cylinder axis and load direction.

Heat radiating capacity of a steel reservoir:
HP = 0.001 × A × TD
HP is the power radiating capacity   
expressed in horsepower;
A is surface area, in square feet;
TD is temperature difference in degrees  
F between oil and surrounding air.

Burst pressure of pipe or tubing:
P = 2t × S ÷ O
P is burst pressure in PSI;
t is wall thickness, in inches;
S is tensile strength of material in PSI;
O is outside diameter, in inches.

Relationship between displacement and 
torque of a hydraulic motor:

T = D × PSI ÷ 24π
T is torque in foot-lbs.;
D is displacement in cubic inches per  
revolution;
PSI is pressure difference across motor;  
π = 3.14.

Rules-of-Thumb

Horsepower for driving a pump:
For every 1 HP of drive, the equivalent  
of 1 GPM @ 1500 PSI can be produced.

Horsepower for idling a pump:
To idle a pump when it is unloaded will  
require about 5% of its full rated  
horsepower.

Compressibility of hydraulic oil:
 Volume reduction is approximately 1/2%  
for every 1000 PSI of fluid pressure.

Compressibility of water:
Volume reduction is about 1/3% for  
every 1000 PSI pressure.

Wattage for heating hydraulic oil:
Each watt will raise the temperature of 1  
gallon of oil by 1ºF per hour.

Flow velocity in hydraulic lines:
Pump suction lines 2 to 4 feet per   
second; pressure lines up to 500 PSI,  
10 to 15 feet per sec; pressure lines 500  
to 3000 PSI, 15 to 20 feet per sec.;   
pressure lines over 3000 PSI, 25 feet  
per sec.; all oil lines in air-over-oil  
system, 4 feet per sec.

This company assumes no liability for errors in data nor in safe and/or satisfactory operation of equipment designed from this information.



1-800-569-9801
www.womackmachine.com

The Suppliers we represent embrace recognized quality
management systems, provide innovative products
with proven reliability, and most importantly, understand
our Customers’ needs.
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